
500 Gallons of Ruined Mayo 

Have you ever wondered what 500 gallons of mayonnaise looked like in a dumpster? Yeah, neither did I. 

However, I would soon learn because of one ruined shipment of ruined mayo I would soon learn.  

500 gallons of mayo arrived to Michigan State University frozen, making this makes the product 

unusable. MSU food stores was facing a tough decision about what to do; should it be thrown away, or 

should it be recycled somehow? In steps Residential Housing Services Sustainability. The university’s 

anaerobic digester project allows for food waste to be turned into energy that is then used on campus. 

The food types that it runs best off of? Fats, and sugars…a.k.a. mayonnaise.  

The first step to recycling 500 1-gallon containers of 

mayonnaise was to empty a majority of its contents into our 

large food waste dumpsters at the MSU Recycling Center. This 

took a team of 11 people about 2 hours to complete. Every 

time a new container was dumped all the mayo already in the 

dumpster jiggled like gelatin. It smelled about as bad as you 

might imagine 500 gallons of mayo would smell.  

The second step was to rinse any residual mayo off the plastic 

containers so that they could also be recycled. This meant that 

four RHS Sustainability team members (including myself) had 

to spend four hours manually rinsing out plastic containers and 

then running them through one of MSU’s dining hall dish 

washers to ensure that there was as little contamination as 

possible. I smelled like mayo for a week after we were finished, 

so my girlfriend (a self-proclaimed mayo hater) was very 

unhappy. 

Finally, all the empty one 

gallon containers were bagged up and brought back to the MSU 

Recycling Center. 

Roughly 1/3 of all food produced in the world goes to waste 

according to the Food and Agriculture Organization, that’s about 

1.3 billion pounds. So when there is an opportunity like this to use 

food waste positively, there really is no such thing as a job “too 

messy.”  

Sustainability often times boils down to doing what’s right, even if 

it’s messy, and smells really, …REALLY, bad. 

 

Step 1: Members of the RHS 

team dump 500 gallons of mayo. 

Step 2: Thoroughly rinse all 500 

containers. 

Commented [SM1]: I believe it would benefit your piece 
to add the date to give context.  

Commented [SM2]: This feels like it needs a transition. A 
reader may ask how would RHS Sustainability stepping in 
have anything to do with an anaerobic digester? Readers 
likely don’t know as much as you do. Perhaps explanation 
would be very useful.  

Commented [SM3]: Tonally, some parts sound very 
scientific while others sounds more casual. Which is your 
target? If it’s one or the other, it should do more leaning 
towards that way.  

Commented [SM4R3]: Perhaps this might also might 
need a paragraph after to explain what they’ll have to do. 
That means, basically telling them the workers had to dump 
the containers out, transport them, clean them out, then 
recycle.  

Commented [SM5]: To address the tone issue, you could 
insert a “yikes” or something of sort here.  

Commented [SM6]: The casual tone has gotten a lot 
better now that you’ve gotten more into the piece and have 
gotten a good flow. Good work.  

Commented [SM7]: You might need something to 
transition between these two paragraphs a little better. As 
you seem to be going towards a “messy but worthy” type 
message, so a mini-paragraph (sentence or two) talking 
about that may be good.  

Commented [SM8]: I really enjoy the ending. 


